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Abstract: This paper presents an analysis of poems, digital art, and accompanying analytical essays
authored by four college students taking an advanced Spanish as heritage language. This paper
highlights the ways in which creative writing, along with digital tools for artmaking, can enhance
the teaching of language literacy to heritage learners. It proposes that creative writing opens
up simultaneously meaningful and transformative experiences for students: they engage with
the performativity of creative writing, use their voices beyond the constraints of specific genre
conventions, engage with critical language awareness exercises, and become motivated to use their
writing in order to reach out to the wider Spanish-speaking communities outside the classroom.
Digital technologies played a key role in the creative process, as they provided a range of artistic
tools and flexibilities that enhanced and complemented the power of the written word. The paper
aims to contribute to the pedagogy of Spanish heritage courses and to expand the notions of literacy
and writing under which we work in the SHL classroom.
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1. Introduction

Literacy has long been a primary area of interest and concern in Spanish-as-heritage-
language (SHL) classes (Aparicio 1983; Beaudrie et al. 2014; Colombi 2015; Valdés 1978;
Villa 2004, among many others). Latinx students often lack access to formal education in
Spanish throughout their school years, resulting in limited possibilities to fully engage and
participate as writers in Spanish-speaking academic and non-academic communities.

Recent pedagogical models for teaching writing to Spanish heritage learners (SHLs)
have emphasized the importance of providing scaffolded instruction where they are in-
troduced to the conventions that conform to the stylistic spectrum from spontaneous
conversational speech to formal written discourse (Beaudrie et al. 2014; Burgo 2020; Cheva-
lier 2004; Ignatieva and Colombi 2014; Mrak 2020; Potowski 2005). Understanding that
mastery of grammar and spelling is not enough to gain literacy knowledge (Chevalier
2004, p. 5) and to engage in literacy behavior (Villa 2004, following Heath 1991), proposals
for teaching writing were developed within the systemic functional approach (Colombi
2015; Ignatieva and Colombi 2014) highlighting the many possibilities for meaning making
that language offers as a semiotic system. The main goal of this framework is to expand
students’ familiarity with the conventions of various written genres (Beaudrie et al. 2014;
Burgo 2020; Chevalier 2004; Mrak 2020; Parra et al. 2018). Nevertheless, the definitions
of ‘genre’—as what structures texts in specific ways—have been problematized as they
“vary quite considerably in terms of their degree of stabilization, fixity and homogeniza-
tion” (Fairclough 2003, p. 66). Some, though not all, genres require specific and precise
conventions, and not all can be complied with as they are part of complex and situated
social actions and interactions (Fairclough 2003).

As the SHL teaching field continues to prioritize the strengthening of Latinxs’ ethno-
linguistic identities (Carreira 2004; Martínez 2016; Parra 2016; Parra et al. 2018; Sánchez-
Muñoz 2016) and critical language awareness (CLA) is at the center of the SHL “signature
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pedagogy” (Beaudrie et al. 2020; Parra 2014), educators have become interested in pedagog-
ical frameworks that enhance students’ writing voices beyond specific genre conventions
to allow them to build their literacy capabilities and become active participants of wider
communities of practice.

As part of these efforts, writing narratives and essays about meaningful topics—
mainly personal and lived experiences around issues of language, identity, culture, and
belonging—has become a central writing pedagogy in SHL classes (Burgo 2020; Loureiro-
Rodriguez 2013; Martínez 2005; Reznicek-Parrado 2014) in line with proposals from the
field of second language acquisition (i.e., Pavlenko and Lantolf 2000) and current English
composition frameworks (i.e., Royster 2005; Yoder Miller 2005).

On the other hand, poetry, according to Bishop (1997), the genre for “the stuff of the
self”(p. 262), although already suggested as a powerful pedagogical experience for SHL
classes (Durán 2015; Mkhitarian 2019; Parra 2017), has just started to be fully explored as
a resource for strengthening students’ writing voices along with their critical language
awareness and ethnolinguistic identity (see Lima, forthcoming). Poetry, as a major literary
genre, offers many possibilities for its expression—epic, lyrical, narrative, satirical, prose
poetry, and blackout poetry—all of which are part of the Spanish-speaking world’s history
and culture, including in Latinx communities. Latinx writers have used poetry to express
the many facets of their immigration experiences and their lives in the ‘betwixt and between’
of their countries and heritages of origin and the American experience (see https://www.
poetryfoundation.org/collections/144542/us-latinx-voices-in-poetry to explore a list of
Latinx poets. Accessed 5 June 2021.)

It is in this spirit of exploration and in line with the objectives of this special issue that
this paper seeks to contribute to the body of knowledge around SHL writing pedagogy
by sharing a creative writing experience with poetry in an advanced college SHL course.
The exploration also includes the role that digital technologies can play in such creative
writing exercises to enhance and complement the power of the written word. Digital
technologies (DTs) have become a central part of the writing teaching toolkit for L2 and
SHL instructors (Blake and Guillén 2020; Chen 2013; Elola and Oskoz 2015, 2017; Henshaw
2016a, 2016b; Oskoz and Elola 2020). Aligned with previous proposals to redefine literacy
as “multiliteracies” (New London Group 1996; Kalantzis and Cope 2005; Kalantzis et al.
2016), DTs have continued to broaden and transform our understandings of literacy as
“social practices that are fluid, sociocultural, multimodal, and dynamic” (Chen 2013, p. 143).
Technology and DTs have also expanded the possibilities for teaching through different
platforms where better integration of authentic texts and up-to-date resources is possible,
and synchronous and asynchronous modalities can be combined, all of which facilitates
meeting students’ different learning styles and promoting interest and engagement in the
class (Henshaw 2016a, p. 283).

DTs provide students with endless sources and a broad range of affordances for
meaning making in and beyond the classroom (Martínez and San Martín 2018). Research
has shown that among the many benefits that technology and DTs contribute to language
and heritage classrooms are: improved spelling, lexical, compositional, and editing skills,
diminished anxiety, and allowing for self-paced options (see Henshaw 2016a, 2016b for a
review). In particular, digital storytelling has opened up new possibilities for engaging
SHL with prior knowledge and community experiences to critically analyze situations of
inequity, for example, issues related to health services in their families and communities
(Martínez and San Martín 2018).

Through the content analysis of poems and accompanying analytical essays by four
college students, I aim to show that creative writing assignments provide students with
important and transformative learning experiences. They open up opportunities for them
to: (a) work with literacy and language writing skills in flexible and sophisticated ways; (b)
engage with the performative force of writing (Owens 1993), allowing them to embrace
different positions and voices as authors (Tavalin 1995); and (c) strengthen a sense of
connectedness with their classmates (Rovai 2002) and broader communities, needed more
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than ever in the environment imposed by the global pandemic (Lomicka 2020). Finally, I
demonstrate that students draw from the different affordances that design and DTs provide
to make their poetry part of multimodal texts with deeper layers of meaning whose creation
is only possible through the combination of words, images, and sounds.

The article is divided into the following parts. First, I provide a brief description of
the components of the online course the creative writing assignments were part of. This
description is important to show how students draw from content, critical discussions, and
interactions with each other as inspiration and resources for their poems. I then present the
theoretical underpinnings guiding the writing pedagogy of the course. In this section, I also
provide an overview of the course’s different writing assignments and the DTs that were
used. Next, I present the analysis of the main aspects of the four poems, the accompanying
analytical essays, and the artwork that two students used to craft their projects. Finally, I
discuss the main findings and advocate for the inclusion of creative writing assignments,
and creativity in general, both as part of SHL signature pedagogy (Parra 2014) and as a
way to invite teachers to critically reflect on the notions of literacy and writing under which
we work in the SHL classroom.

2. Spanish 49H: An Advanced Online Spanish Heritage Course

Spanish 49H is an advanced Spanish course designed for Latinx students at a private
northeast four-year university. Its main goal is to provide a space to critically engage with
questions around their cultural heritage and ethnolinguistic identity as they expand their
oral and writing linguistic repertoires. The class meets twice a week for 75 min each session
for 14 weeks. Because of the pandemic, the fall 2020 course was redesigned to meet the
demands of the online new teaching–learning environment, primarily using two platforms:
Zoom, for class meetings, and Canvas, for course content and assignment submission and
revision. In the Zoom classroom, screen sharing and the chat feature successfully supported
class dynamics, and students got to know each other further through the breakout rooms.

The course content draws from an interdisciplinary perspective within the humanities
and Latinx studies (Martínez and San Martín 2018; Parra 2016, 2021a; Potowski 2012;
Torres et al. 2017) and is organized in five modules that aim to take students on a linguistic,
cultural, and historical journey around the Spanish-speaking world. Special emphasis is
put on the ways in which the many historical, social, and cultural encounters that have
shaped the Spanish-speaking world have led to the linguistic and the cultural innovations
that the Latinx youth engage with in the 21st century.

Aligned with critical, border, and translanguaging pedagogies (Freire 2005; García and
Li 2014; Giroux 1991; Prada, forthcoming, 2019), the course seeks to provide students with
a range of opportunities to engage with: an appreciation of the richness of their cultural
heritage, the sociolinguistics of the Spanish language, and critical reflections behind the
complex historical and socio-political processes and mechanisms that have led to the status
quo and that maintain it today (Leeman and Serafini 2016; Navarrete 2020; Rosaldo 1993;
Valdés et al. 2008; Villa and del Valle 2015).

SPAN49H and Digital Tools

The content of each of the five modules—clusters of multimodal and multimedia
materials—is organized in several Canvas pages allowing for “seamless integration” of the
materials (Henshaw 2016a, p. 283). Each page follows a “routes of learning” (Bezemer and
Kress 2017) with specific “entry points” and “reading paths” (Kress 2004) designed by the
teacher who uses a narrative to join together each set of multimodal ensembles (Serafini
2014) within the page.

Following previous work (Parra 2013; Parra et al. 2018), each cluster of multimodal
and multimedia materials was intended to be a springboard to: (a) provide students
with myriad multimodal resources to explore and interrogate the way in which national,
historical, and cultural narratives about the “Latino imaginary” (Flores 2000) have been
articulated through written language, visual images, music, and design features (Serafini
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2014); and (b) engage students in what Learning by Design authors (i.e., Kalantzis et al. 2016,
p. 80) have called “epistemic moves,” that is, the cognitive process that students engage
with when building new knowledge. Such moves are: (1) experiencing the known and
the new; (2) conceptualizing by naming or with theory; (3) analyzing critically; and (4)
applying creatively.

These moves were prompted by the guiding questions and activities designed by the
teacher to accompany each (multimodal/multimedia) text, and also by the continuous
dialogue among students who shared their answers and perspectives. Such dialogue—
built sometimes in the main room, sometimes in the breakout rooms—enabled students to
draw upon each other’s ideas “to construct, build on and revise their own interpretations”
(Serafini 2014, p. 418). This kind of instruction encourages students to use their Spanish as
metalanguage, enabling them to take “theoretical distance” (Kalantzis et al. 2016, p. 160;
New London Group 1996, p. 87) from the various texts, as they analyze them through their
own critical lenses and with their own words (Kern 2004). .

3. Writing in SPAN 49H

A central pedagogical component of SPAN49H is providing students with a space
and outlets to transform their new linguistic and cultural critical understanding to an act
of self-reflection that allows them to “perform” their new perspectives and to “[bring]
into existence ideas and social practices that do not exist already” (Sleeter and McLaren
1995, p. 20). Writing is one of these outlets, and making art is another. Following current
trends in the field (for an overview, see Mrak 2020), SPAN 49H assumes a pedagogical
approach to writing that results from a combination of process and post-process proposals,
the latter allowing teacher and students to move beyond formulaic genre conventions and
permitting a flexible definition of genres, open to reinterpretation and mixing for specific
purposes (Fairclough 2003, p. 65). This combination of approaches allows for the inclusion
of two types of writing assignments to initiate students in the “cumulative and infinite
process of writing” (Royster 2005, p. 36).

On the one hand, taking advantage of the bidirectional transfer of literacy skills in
Spanish and English that has been documented by research (Elola and Mikulski 2013;
Martínez 2007; Schleppegrell and Colombi 1997; Spicer-Escalante 2005), some SPAN49H
writing assignments were centered around written genres that require students to use
specific conventions and formulas for their crafting. For example, they were encouraged to
use a variety of textual connectors and grammatical metaphors, characteristic of academic
registers, when writing formal emails and introductory letters, descriptions, and short
essays. We include these exercises since students are interested in learning such conventions
(Chase 1988) as part of social and institutional expectations they have or will encounter.

On the other hand, following Royster’s (2005, p. 35) suggestion that “product-centered
pedagogy stifles growth,” and aiming to provide opportunities where students could “find
their own pathway to expression, creating their own rhetorical space” (Spicer-Escalante
2005, p. 244), SPAN 49H also includes creative writing assignments: (1) an essay on
family diversity, (2) a short story, (3) a self-portrait, and (4) poetry. These assignments
aim to be spaces to “facilitate the formation of self and voice—not by deterministic frames
for authentication and not by romantic illusions of the writer’s life, but by multimodal,
multivocal exploration of text and craft” (Royster 2005, p. 37). The goal is to build self-trust
that, according to writer Brenda Ueland, is “one of the very most important things in
writing” (Ueland [1938] 2014, p. 6).

The combination of these two types of written assignments—genre-specific and
creative—fosters in students an awareness of what Kastman Breuch (2002, p. 133) re-
minded us is the complex nature of writing: a public, interpretive, and situated social
activity. Writing requires us to understand our own circumstances as authors, within the
specific sites of production from which we write, and we need to define our message
according to our audience as sites of reception. Always dialogic in nature, the act of writing
responds to specific situations rather than to foundational principles or rules (Kastman
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Breuch 2002, p. 138). In this regard, the two types of writing exercises are meant to be
spaces where students learn to situate themselves and assume the praxis of their own
writing act from different positions as authors. They would then engage with writing as
a “performance” (Owens 1993, p. 165) where, as authors, they have the option to decide
whether to abide by the requirements and constraints of specific writing contexts or to
contest the status quo (Leeman and Serafini 2016) in creative ways.

3.1. Writing Assignments and Digital Tools

Several digital tools were used in class for the written assignments, each tool offering
different pedagogical possibilities. For example, individual assignments were done in
Word and uploaded to the learning management system Canvas for revision and feedback
by the professor. Other assignments were collaborative. Some were done during class time
and others as homework. Canvas Collaborations, for example, helped build collective lists
of vocabulary from a specific text, and a set of short responses to concrete questions that
students could share and analyze briefly during class time. Google slides allowed for both
asynchronous tasks and synchronous group discussion. For instance, when discussing
some topics on art, representation, and food, the teacher created a Google slideshow
open to the whole group. Students worked individually from home on their own slides
selecting their images and writing corresponding texts. However, in doing so, and since
all students had access to the same slideshow, they were simultaneously contributing to
a group presentation. Interactive projects such as this one gave students access to each
other’s work and foster a sense of community through sharing, exploration, and dialogue.
Jamboard—a digital interactive whiteboard—and Padlet—an online common board to post
notes—were used for very specific purposes, the former as an optional space for students
to share their version of baroque poetry, and the latter to build a Day of the Dead ofrenda.

3.2. When Writing Meets (Digital) Artmaking

As mentioned, artmaking activities gave students a second outlet through which they
could “redesign” (New London Group 1996) and “apply creatively” (Kalantzis et al. 2016)
their new perspectives and knowledge around the meaningful topics discussed in class.
As a central and successful part of this author’s pedagogy for Spanish L2 and SHL (Parra
2013; Parra et al. 2018) making art was part of SPAN 49H in two ways: as an optional
complement to some writing assignments—an essay on family diversity, a short story, and
a self-portrait—and as the center of the course’s final project (to be described in the next
section).

Because research has shown that students’ performance is influenced by their under-
standing and expertise with digital tools (DTs) (Oskoz and Elola 2016; Zapata 2018), and in
order to avoid any type of exclusion, students were given the freedom to choose and use
any (digital) tool they wanted to create their art—either because they were familiar with it
or because they wanted to experiment with it. The most used DT was Adobe Photoshop.
Interestingly enough, some students preferred to use paper, pencil, colored pencils, and
acrylics instead of the digital options.

3.3. Poetry as a Creative Final Project

The final project for SPAN49H requires students to make an art object that reflects
what they have learned about their own Spanish throughout the semester. The definition of
“art object” is broad and could include any form of artistic expression: drawings, paintings,
digital images, poetry, songs, objects, videos. Assuming that “everybody is talented,
original and has something important to say” (Ueland [1938] 2014, p. 5), the art object
needs to be accompanied by an analytic essay in Spanish that (a) describes in detail the
art object and (b) explains its meaning in relation to notions explored in class: linguistic
ideologies, (ethnolinguistic) identity, cultural heritage, belonging, border experiences,
communities of practice. Although this essay could be considered academic in nature, it
is a flexible interpretation of that genre: students explain their art object and its meaning
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while weaving in their personal story. Students are given some lineamientos (guidelines) to
follow in their essays regarding approximate word count and expectations that they include
new Spanish words and use a variety of phrases and discourse connectors. However, there
is no predetermined vocabulary they must use. They can choose which new words and
connectors best suit the messages and meanings they want to convey.

In the fall 2020 semester, four students decided to write poems as their “art objects.”
Students had many models of poetry throughout the course: poetry and song lyrics were
presented from the beginning of the course in Module 1 when students explored the
breadth of Baroque art in New Spain. Excerpts of poems by Góngora, Quevedo, and
Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz were read and analyzed. Students explored some of the main
characteristics of Baroque poetry: the evoking of strong and opposite emotions and the
overabundance of stylistic devices such as metaphors, hyperboles, and antitheses. After
doing a basic analysis of the content and structure of these poems, students wrote their
own Baroque-style poems on the topic of their choice. Poems were posted on a “Baroque
Jamboard.” Later in the same module, we worked with the popular YouTube song “¡Qué
difícil es hablar el español!” by the Colombian brothers Juan Andrés Ospina y Nicolás
Ospina which highlights the several meanings that the same word can have across different
Spanish speaking countries. In Module 2, students worked with the lyrics of the song
“Latino América” by Calle 13. The lyrics were analyzed in terms of their references to
historical events that, according to the authors, are central to Latin American identity.
Students also identified the different rhetorical resources used by the songwriters, such as
metaphors, personification, and imagery (see Parra 2021a, for a description of the work
with this song). In Module 3, students were exposed to the Mexican popular poetry form
Calaveritas literarias, written for the Day of the Dead. Rhythm and rhyme were highlighted.
Some students wrote Calaveritas for the Day of the Dead Padlet ofrenda. Lastly, in Module
4, students explored the poetry of Chicano author Antonio Burciaga and Puerto Rican
writer Tato Laviera. The analysis of these poems revolved around themes of belonging,
identity, and the struggles of living ‘betwixt and between’ along with the hopes for new
possibilities in the future. In both of these poems, Spanish and English translanguaging
takes center stage. Interestingly enough, Burciaga’s poem starts with a verse that emulates
Sor Juana’s first verse in “Hombres necios” which gives students the opportunity to see
how texts can be reinterpreted and assigned new meaning over time and at different sites
of reception. In this case, they saw how a poem written by a Mexican nun from the colonial
era was reinterpreted by a Chicano writer from the U.S.-Mexico border.

4. Analysis of Poems

In what follows, I first present a general analysis of four poems written by four
students (names are pseudonyms) along with their accompanying essays and the digital
images and a video that are part of two of the projects (the four poems can be found in
Appendix A). I then discuss the main highlights of the analysis regarding the different
locations students chose to write from, the affordances that the language itself provided to
students to craft their texts, and the additional possibilities that Photoshop and a video
offered to add layers of meanings to students’ writing projects.

Poem 1 by Jesús. The title of this first poem is El árbol (‘The Tree’). In the accompanying
essay, Jesús explains that he used the “metaphor” (although it is really an analogy) of the
tree to talk about the harmonía (‘harmony’) between what he sees as two simultaneous
properties of the Spanish language: its static and dynamic natures. For him, these opposite
forces give the Spanish language its beauty. Jesús explains that metaphors, similes, and
analogies are the elementos fundamentales (‘fundamental elements’) of his poem. In his essay,
he explains that the tree roots and trunk represent the main structure of the language, the
branches its varieties, and the leaves represent nosotros (‘we’/‘us’), the speakers. Jesús also
explains that his choice of verbs and adjectives is essential to his poem as they helped him
to connect the trunk, branches, and leaves through los procesos y las relaciones (‘processes and
relations’). For example, in the line “a pesar de esto, las hojas y las ramas siguen perteneciendo
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al tronco estático” (‘despite this, the leaves and branches still belong to the static trunk’),
the verb pertenecer (‘to belong’) establishes what the student calls una relación filial (‘a
filial relationship’) between these three elements. He continues to explain that the use
of adjectives such as perenne (‘perennial’) and voluble (‘flexible’) are crucial (‘crucial’) as
they give una gran cantidad de imaginería (‘a great amount of imagery’) to his poem. Jesús
explicates that, at the end, the poem and its metaphors, similes, and analogies, are about
himself: En la metáfora, yo soy la hoja voluble, el español híbrido que hablo ‘Spanglish’ es la rama,
el tronco central es el español, y las raíces son mis orígenes mexicanos (‘In the metaphor, I am the
flexible leaf, the hybrid Spanish that I speak ‘Spanglish’ is the branch, the central trunk is
Spanish, and the roots are my Mexican origins’). At the end of his essay, Jesús offers the
reader a powerful fact: that his aesthetic ideas come from his relationship with his own
education. He explains that, coming from a small town in Mexico with no schools, he finds
it paradoxical that he now is studying at a prestigious American university. He writes: Hay
un cierto tipo de belleza que nomás se encuentra en la paradoja (‘There is a certain type of beauty
that you can only find in the paradox’). He concludes his essay: Que bonita es la vida y sus
contradicciones tan bellas (‘How beautiful is life with its beautiful contradictions’).

Besides the figurative language, Jesús used to share his view of the Spanish language
as a living being—beautiful, complex, and ever-changing—he added an interesting detail
by placing the poem in the middle of the page, creating the form of a tree with the different
lengths of the lines (see Appendix A). Although the student does not make it explicit, the
poem can be read from top to bottom or bottom to top. It starts and ends with the same
line: la lengua del español es un árbol (‘the Spanish language is a tree’).

Jesús locates himself as an observer, contemplator, and describer of the beauty and
complexity of the Spanish language. He presents his own views to the audience, his teacher
and classmates. He is not in the poem itself. However, he uses the essay to make this
connection and become part of the poem. For example, he writes that las hojas representan
a nosotros los hispanohablantes (‘the leaves represent us Spanish speakers’). He also uses
the essay to explain that the relationship between language and his identity is at the core
of the poem: aunque las hojas representan a todos los hispanohablantes, las hojas más bien me
representan a mí (‘although the leaves represent all the Spanish speakers, the leaves rather
represent me’).

Poem 2 by Carlos. In his poem, Carlos also draws from the affordances of language,
this time rhyme and irony, to craft a poem—almost a narrative—entitled ¡Que1 lindo el
español! (‘How fun is the Spanish language!’). Similar to Jesús’ poem, Carlos’ refers to the
beauty of the variants of the Spanish language but adds the dimension of confusion that
such variants create among speakers from different countries and generations. Drawing
from his own lived experiences, the poem tells the story of a Spanish-speaking boy who
lives in the U.S. and participates in confusing exchanges with other Spanish speakers
including his teacher, his grandfather, and his parents from two different Latin American
countries (Guatemala and El Salvador).

Carlos chose three pairs of Spanish words to represent well-known examples of lexical
differences between Spanish speakers in the U.S. and Latin America: Librería/biblioteca
(‘bookstore’/‘library’); troka/camión (‘truck’); and chipote/gordo (niño, ‘boy’). The first in-
stance of confusion happens between the boy and his teacher when he asks for permission
to go to the librería. (In Latin America, librería refers to bookstore. However, in the U.S.,
the word is sometimes used by second generation speakers as a calque for ‘library’.) The
teacher responded with a request for clarification: Adrían, te refieres a la biblioteca?, su
profesora contestaba (‘Adrían, do you mean ‘biblioteca?’ his teacher asked’). Such a question
prompted the boy to stay quiet in confusion: Y Adríán confundido, solo se callaba. (And
Adrían, confused, fell silent’).

The next exchange in the poem is between the boy and his grandfather. This time, the
confusion comes from the word troka (‘truck’), used by the boy. The grandfather, confused,
says: “¿Mijo de que hablas? ¿Que es una troka? ¿Hablas del camión?” (‘My boy, what are you
talking about? What is a ‘troka,’ Do you mean camion?’), which again confused the boy:
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Todo confundido, Adrían se calló (‘All confused, Adrián kept quiet’). The poem continues
with a third confusing exchange between the boy, the mother, and the father around the
word chipote (niño, ‘boy’). When the boy gets home, very confused after the exchanges with
his teacher and grandfather, his mother greets him: Hola chipote, cómo estas? (‘Hi, my boy,
how are you?’). To the child’s question about the meaning of chipote, the mother responds:
Quiere desir ‘niño’, la mamá de Adrían contestó (‘It means ‘child,’ the mother answered.’).
However, then his father intervenes: ‘¿Niño?’ el papá de Adrían preguntó. Eso se refiere a ser
gordo de donde yo soy! (“Boy?’ Adrián’s father asked, that means ‘fat’ where I am from.’).
The poem ends with the following lines:

Finalmente, entendio Adrían que esto es lo maravilloso de este lenguaje de comunicación
Talvez hablamos palabritas diferentes, y hablamos u oimos con confusión
¡Pero al fin del día, todavía se entiende la intención!
‘Finally, Adrian understood that this is the wonderful thing about this language
of communication
Maybe we say different little words, and we speak or hear with confusion
But at the end of the day, the intention is still understood!’

As mentioned, in this poem, Carlos also draws from the affordances of language
to create rhymes—preguntaba (‘asked’), se callaba (‘fell silent’—the verb is conjugated in
imperfect tense), camión (‘truck’), se calló (‘fell silent’—the verb is conjugated in simple past),
contestó (‘answered’), preguntó (‘asked’), de donde yo soy (‘where I am from’), comunicación
(‘communication’), confusión (‘confusion’), and intención (‘intention’)—and a sense of irony.
The irony, however, is generated not in the poem itself but by the combination and contrast
between the title and the content of the poem. The title ¡Qué lindo el español! clearly contrasts
with the communication difficulties that Adrián encounters with his teacher, grandfather,
and parents. Nevertheless, the end of the poem appeals to a higher-level awareness: the
recognition of the intention to communicate despite differences and difficulties.

In this poem/story, Carlos situates himself as both the narrator and the main
character—he is Adrián. He tells a story full of emotion and meaning for a Spanish-
speaking U.S.-born boy. In his essay, Carlos explains that he wrote his poem thinking
about reaching out to an audience beyond his classmates: young first-generation Spanish-
speaking children who could identify with Adrián’s situation. Carlos wanted to send them
a message to make them feel cómodos expresando sus ideas y emociones en español, algo que yo
me siento capaz de hacer gracias a esta clase (‘comfortable expressing their ideas and emotions
in Spanish, as I feel capable of doing thanks to this class’).

Poem 3 by Carmen. The analysis of the third poem includes the connection between
the title, the poem, and a digital image. The poem’s title is Rompecabezas (‘Puzzle’), and the
content is related to the complexity of the identities of those growing up and living between
two countries, cultures, and languages. Carmen states: “el tema de la identidad no es nada
fácil” (‘the issue of identity is not easy at all’). To give meaning to this complexity, she relied
on her Spanish and English translanguaging capabilities, intercalating lines and verses in
the two languages. The poem starts: “I am Mexican American, Soy México Americana.”
She then added lines connected with the preposition pero (‘but’) to build her poem with
oppositions:

“I was born in the toiling fields of California
But my heart belongs to the blazing sun of Mexico.
Mis padres nacieron en las tierras calientes de México
Pero nací y crecí en las playas acogedoras de California.”
‘My parents were born in the hot lands of Mexico
But I was born in the welcoming beaches of California’

The Spanish-English translanguaging that structures the whole poem could be read
as another opposition but also as an attempt by Carmen to integrate her own border
experiences as a child of immigrants born in California. Nevertheless, she locates herself
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in a position of rebellion and resistance that speaks to two ejércitos (‘armies’) and two
‘other/you’—Mexico and U.S.—that seem to not understand her borderlands life: Soy
aquella guerrera luchando en una batalla contra dos ejércitos/ Pero no morderé mi lengua. Mi
lengua guiará las palabras para decirte. Quien soy (‘I am that warrior fighting a battle against
two armies / But I will not bite my tongue. My tongue will guide the words to tell you.
Who I am’).

She finishes her poem by stating that she refuses to conform to a liminal space and
reclaims her own right to decide who she wants to be: “I reclaim and embrace the power
/Reclamo el poder / Of deciding who I am/De decidir quien soy/I am Mexican American
/Soy México Americana.”2

Carmen wrote in her essay that she also decided to accompany the poem with an
image because las imágenes pueden transmitir un mensaje que las palabras tratan de explicar pero
no pueden (‘images can convey a message that words try to explain but cannot’). At the
same time, she reflects on the importance of language—the poem—to fully understand the
image. The digital image (see Appendix A) is a collage divided in two: the Mexican and
the U.S. side, represented by both flags. Under each flag, there are pictures of her Mexican
family and U.S. friends, respectively. At the center of the collage, there is a picture of
Carmen with her nuclear family taken at her quinceañera. The detail connecting the image
with the poem is the title Rompecabezas; the collage is, in fact, a puzzle. The lines of the
puzzle pieces can be seen through the collage pictures, giving the illusion that the collage
is made of puzzle pieces. Such an image directly relates to what the student presents as her
puzzling border-lived experiences.3

Poem 4 by Riley. The last poem consists of the lyrics of a song titled Cuidador (‘Keeper’).
Riley decided to accompany her poem/lyrics with music and a video. To understand the
significance of this project, some context is needed. In a previous assignment the student—
with Mexican family roots—shared her own feelings of doubt about calling herself a Latina
and of being an “impostor” because she did not learn Spanish at home—she learned it in
Spain. She also acknowledged her own privileges as a white woman. In that essay, she
wondered if she could be “conquistadora y conquistada” at the same time.

In the first line of her final essay, Riley explains that her project—the song and video—
was inspired by a conversation she had with her grandfather during Thanksgiving. She
traveled from the city where her university is to her hometown in California for the
holidays. In that conversation, the student shared with her grandfather that her Spanish
class had sparked in her an interest in connecting with her Mexican roots within her. She
also shared with him her feelings of confusion and bifurcation that prevented her from
feeling Latina enough to consider herself suited to safeguard and pass along the family
history and traditions.

The grandfather responded by sharing with her a box full of family pictures, letters,
immigration papers, and even an Aztec dance suit that was handmade by her Mexican
great-grandfather, the founder of a Mexican cultural center in Los Angeles. The student
was so moved by what she found in the box that she writes: Esta es la primera vez que ví tantas
cosas de nuestra familia, y de repente me sentía más emocionada de lo que había sentido por mucho
tiempo (‘This was the first time I’ve seen so many things about our family, and suddenly
I felt more emotional than I had in a long time). She continues: Después de compartir esta
experiencia tan memorable y preciosa con mi abuelo, supe que tenia que escribir una canción que
capturara el sentimiento de ese momento para que nunca se me olvidara (‘After sharing this very
memorable and precious experience with my grandfather, I knew that I had to write a song
that captured the feeling of that moment so that I would never forget it’).

Then she explains that she chose the title Cuidador (‘Keeper’) inspired by all the things
she found in the box and by the role that she now wants to play as nieta, descendiente, y
recipiente de esta historia tan larga y rica (‘granddaughter, descendent, and recipient of this
long and rich history.’). The student situates herself now in a position that reaffirms her
own personal story as a member of what she now understands as a Chicano family and
its history. She ends her poem with a verse where she identifies her own heart with the
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traditional Mexican instrument, la marimba, and a clear commitment to embrace her family
history and heritage:

Late el corazón como marimba
Tradiciones de antigüedad
La historia de mi familia es la mía
Y eso no se me olvidará.
‘The heart beats like a marimba
Traditions of antiquity
My family’s story is mine
And that I will not forget.’

The video has as soundtrack Riley’s voice singing the lyrics accompanied by her guitar
while the video presents a series of pictures of the several things she found in the box:
family pictures, pamphlets, posters, and objects. With the use of video, she adds movement
into her narrative and gives the effect of a journey of discovery of a rich and precious
family history. She added some captions for the viewer to understand what the objects in
the pictures were, and she ended the video with a photo of herself with her grandfather,
both smiling.

5. Discussion

The analysis of the poems showed that the four students used the creative assignment
as an opportunity to engage with meaningful topics—their own lived experiences and
affects—through the many affordances that the Spanish language provides: descriptions,
similes, analogies, rhyme, irony, humor, oppositions, metaphors, and translanguaging.
All of these affordances were identified in the poetry and song lyric models studied in
class. Through their poetry, students “performed” different writer roles (Owens 1993): as
observers and perspective sharers; narrators and participants in a story; rebels and freedom
fighters; and as vindicators and keepers of family traditions.

All of the students communicated complex issues and emotions through different
semiotic resources (Serafini 2014, p. 413), starting with language itself. Besides the many
rhetorical devices students used in their poems and song, they also used language as a tool
for a metalinguistic analysis of their own work (Kern 2004) in the accompanying essays.

The analysis showed that the structure of the assignment—art object plus analytical
essay—along with the freedom to choose linguistic and multimodal resources, allowed
students to put together complex webs of “semiotic chainings” (Kress 2004, 2010; Stein
2008) by linking and weaving in the poems’ titles with their content and structure along
with the content of the essays. In Jesús’ case, the visual presentation of the poem on the
page was also a link in the semiotic chain, as well as the digital image in Carmen’s work
and the video in Riley’s.

Moreover, the choices students made within the language and with the use of DTs
allowed them to relate to and communicate feelings and ideas from different times and
spaces (a bygone time in a hometown in Mexico, childhood home and school, the border,
a distant migration story from Mexico to California) (Serafini 2015, p. 412). However,
through the poems, digital images, song, and video, students made “readable,” “audible,”
and “visible” the present “punctuated moment of semiosis” (Kress 2000 cited in Beze-
mer and Kress 2017) that demonstrated their new awareness and critical understandings
(Serafini 2015, p. 416) about the meaning of the Spanish language in their lives and about
their own identities as Spanish speakers at that particular moment.

Students’ awareness of the audience is also important to highlight: it played a role in
determining their location and the content and form of their poems. For example, Jesús
explained that: [ . . . ] sabiendo que la audiencia que iba a leer mi poema tiene un entendimiento
profundo del español, tuve la libertad de usar frases y expresiones más abstractas, dándole más
complejidad a mi poema (‘Knowing that the audience that was going to read my poem has a
deep understanding of Spanish, I was free to use more abstract phrases and expressions,
adding more complexity to my poem.’).
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Carlos also took into account the audience in the class when considering the topic
of his poem: Definitivamente pensé en el público que asistiría a mi presentación y de
hecho elegí mi tema porque sabia que era un tema que la mayoría de nuestra clase podía
relacionarse (‘I definitely thought of the audience that would attend my presentation and
actually chose my topic because I knew it was a topic that most of our class could relate
to’). He then went a step further and considered an important audience beyond the class:
hice mi poema con la esperanza de que cualquier latino de primera generación pudiera
leerlo y reírse del poema y al menos relacionarse con una de las líneas (‘I made my poem in
the hope that any first-generation Latino could read it and laugh at the poem and at least
relate to one of the lines’). He added that he tried to emulate Dr. Seuss’ playful rhyme style
to make the poem more enjoyable, especially for Latinx children (see Appendix A).

Carmen also hoped to reach out to the broader Mexican American community to
convince people to reclamar su poder de decidir quiénes son, un poder que solo uno mismo tiene
(‘to claim their power to decide who they are, a power that only oneself has’). She also
mentioned that her new understandings about language and translanguaging at the border
will be important to help her community when she becomes a doctor.

Finally, Riley did not specify an audience for her song and video beyond the classroom
and professor, but she recognized herself as the audience of the many instances in class
when her classmates shared their own stories, cultures, and lived experiences. She wrote:
Me siento muy agradecida de haber conocido a tradiciones de otras culturas y estudiantes mientras
exploraba la mía. Gracias a esta clase, me he conectado más con mis raíces chicanas (‘I am very
grateful to have learned about traditions from other cultures and students while exploring
my own. Thanks to this class, I have connected more with my Chicano roots’).

6. Final Remarks

The main goal of this article was to show the benefits of including creative writing,
and poetry in particular, for advancing and strengthening literacy and writing capabilities
in Latinx students, along with developing their author voices. I hope to have shown that
there is still a pedagogical world related to creativity to explore and to draw from to enrich
our Spanish heritage classes. Students’ final creative projects speak to the benefits of a
multiliteracies-based curriculum that includes:

1. Interdisciplinary and humanities content that engages students with the richness and
complexities of the history of the Spanish-speaking world and Latinx communities
(Martínez and San Martín 2018; Parra 2016; Parra et al. 2018; Potowski 2012; Torres
et al. 2017). As Parra (2021b, p. 61) explained elsewhere and the poems’ analysis
suggests, such a curriculum enhances the possibilities of: (a) identifying with the
narratives of Latinx authors; (b) expressing the plurality of their lived experiences;
and (c) re-appropriating the past in order to better understand the present and project
to the future (Lionnet 1989).

2. Written, multimodal, and multimedia texts as models and digital technologies as
resources for a myriad of meaning-making possibilities for students’ projects. As
Jewitt (2008) proposed, multimodal and multimedia texts expand on traditional forms
of literacies while providing models for multiple-literacies projects that build on
stories based on and arising from young people’s lives and experiences and cultural
forms of representation.

3. A pedagogy of writing that centers on meaningful topics (Loureiro-Rodriguez 2013)
and combines process and post-process approaches (Martínez 2005; Mrak 2020). The
analyses of the poems and essays underscore, once more, the benefits of incorporating
flexible definitions of “genre” as staged and goal-oriented (Fairclough 2003; Xerri
2012). The craft and reshaping of a text—academic and creative—have to do with
purpose and audience (Kress 2010, p. 132), more than with the application of formulaic
conventions.

4. Poetry. Alone or combined with digital tools, poetry reading and interpretation, as
well as its crafting, become a rich linguistic and learning experience (Durán 2015;
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Lima, forthcoming; Royster 2005; Xerri 2012). Poetry also allows for engaging with
the performative dimension of the act of writing, fostering students’ awareness of:
(a) the different locations they can take on as authors; (b) the effective and affective
power their words can have to convey and project new understandings about the
role of the Spanish language in their lives; and (c) the possibilities to imagine—and
hopefully enact—reaching out to broader audiences and communities beyond the
classroom. This awareness is a transformative learning experience that, at least in the
four poems analyzed here, seems to have empowered students’ writing voices and
identities.

5. Creative assignments. The analysis of the four poems showed that creativity strength-
ened students’ writing voices within their own rhetorical spaces (Spicer-Escalante
2005, p. 244) while allowing them to connect with deep affective issues and questions
of ethnolinguistic identity that were expressed in creative ways. It is important to
note that just because assignments are creative does not mean that they are easy.
Crafting a poem—or a digital image or video—implies important conceptual and
linguistic challenges. However, students happily engaged and wrestled with them.
As Jesús wrote in his essay: Debido a esta libertad creativa, el proceso de escribir este poema
fue divertido y placentero[ . . . ]. Al mismo tiempo, aunque este proyecto fue vivificante, eso
no quiere decir que fue fácil (‘Given the creative freedom, the process of writing this
poem was fun and enjoyable[ . . . ]. At the same time, even when it was an energizing
project, this does not mean that it was easy’). Carlos also wrote: [ . . . ] decidí escribir
un poema, una actividad que nunca hago ni siquiera cuando escribo en inglés y que siempre
he querido probar (‘[ . . . ] I decided to write a poem, an activity that I have never done
even in English but that I have always wanted to try’). He explains that writing a
poem simulating Dr. Seuss’ rhythm and rhyme scheme was not an easy task: Este
detalle fue muy difícil para implementar porque costo mucho a tiempos encontrar palabras que
pudieran comunicar el mensaje que quiera comunicar en esa línea y que también siguieran
la estética de la rima, pero pienso que valió la pena (‘This detail was really difficult to
implement because it took me a long time to find the words I needed to convey the
message and that also followed the aesthetics and rhyme, but I think it was worth it’).

Needless to say, we must be aware of the fact that creative writing classes and work-
shops can also be spaces that, as Morales Kearns suggests (Morales Kearns 2009, p. 793),
can “gag” students voices, as they can encourage competitiveness and normative stances,
all of which results in counterproductive and alienating process for students (Ibid., p. 790).
However, including creative writing—with its many positive and constructive aspects—as
a central part of the pedagogy in SHL classes offers ample possibilities to engage students
with writing as a social act in a “perpetual state of flux” (Royster 2005, p. 29) and as a trans-
formative learning experience, as the analyzed poems showed. In this regard, it is worth
mentioning important academic efforts that are being made to invite high school and college
students to engage in creative writing. Such is the case of the student writing contest orga-
nized each year by the National Symposium on Spanish as a Heritage Language (NSSHL)
and the Creative Latinx Journal Palabras con alas (https://www.palabrasconalas.online/
Accessed 1 April 2021).

How to assess such creative exercises and learning experiences is always a complicated
question as teachers have to take into consideration the specific goals of each course and
institutional expectations (Chase 1988; Parra et al. 2018). However, I believe that, as
educators, the final goal of our courses is not only to provide students with resources for
writing a particular text well in a given genre as expected, along with corresponding grades.
We also need to provide them with spaces to engage with the performativity of writing
“in freedom” (Freire 2005). We need to foster their self-confidence by letting them know
that as teachers we listen to their writing voices (Ueland [1938] 2014, p. 6). We also need
to provide them with opportunities to integrate into their writing assignments the use of
digital technologies. They can be effective enhancers of students’ creativity and voices as

https://www.palabrasconalas.online/
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they “become” writers (Royster 2005, p. 29) and creators in and for their future personal
and professional communities.
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Poem 1. El árbol, Adopted with permission from Juan Saucedo Ochoa.
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Desde que era pequeño, Adrían sabía que era diferente  
Su manera de hablar lo distinguía como una estrella en su frente 
Habalaba el español, como hijo de hispanos  
Y también el ingles, como un americano  
 
Pero habían palabras en español que él no sabía  
¡Y tal vez las decia incorrectas, pero todavía se entendían!  
Cuando en la clase, el siempre preguntaba, 
“¿Perdón profesora, puedo ir a la librería?”  
“¿Adrían, te refieres a la biblioteca?”, su profesora contestaba  
Y Adrían, confundido, solo se callaba  
 
En el camino para su casa, los errores de Adrían continuaron  
Tratando de conversar le pregunto a su abuelo, “Oye pa, que piensas de esa troka” 
Su abuelo, confundido, se puso el dedo enfrente de la boca  
Deapues le contesto, “¿Mijo de que hablas? ¿Que es una troka? ¿Hablas del camión?” 
Todo confundido, Adrían se calló 
No podía esperar llegar a casa, para hablar con su mamá de todo lo que oyo  

El Árbol 

La lengua del español es un árbol 

Sus raíces robustas lo mantienen bien fundado 

su tronco largo forma una base firme y permanente 

sus ramas nunca dejan de crecer, son infinitas como las estrellas 

creciendo y creciendo de ellas salen las hojas 

en color, tamaño y textura estas hojas son distintas 

verdes, rojas, grandes, chicas, gruesas, lisas 

las hojas no son fijas, cambian y cambian con el tiempo 

las hojas se seguirán transformando y la ramas seguirán creciendo 

este ciclo nunca para, es interminable como la esencia del universo  

a pesar de esto, las hojas y las ramas siguen perteneciendo al tronco estático 

así como el ADN es el origen del humano, 

el tronco es el origen de las hojas y ramas constantemente cambiantes 

un árbol simultáneamente perenne y voluble 

la lengua del español es un árbol. 
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Poem 2. ¡Que lindo el español! by Adopted with permission from Kevin Barrera.

Desde que era pequeño, Adrían sabía que era diferente
Su manera de hablar lo distinguía como una estrella en su frente
Habalaba el español, como hijo de hispanos
Y también el ingles, como un americano

Pero habían palabras en español que él no sabía
¡Y tal vez las decia incorrectas, pero todavía se entendían!
Cuando en la clase, el siempre preguntaba,
“¿Perdón profesora, puedo ir a la librería?”
“¿Adrían, te refieres a la biblioteca?”, su profesora contestaba
Y Adrían, confundido, solo se callaba

En el camino para su casa, los errores de Adrían continuaron
Tratando de conversar le pregunto a su abuelo, “Oye pa, que piensas de esa troka”
Su abuelo, confundido, se puso el dedo enfrente de la boca
Deapues le contesto, “¿Mijo de que hablas? ¿Que es una troka? ¿Hablas del camión?”
Todo confundido, Adrían se calló
No podía esperar llegar a casa, para hablar con su mamá de todo lo que oyo

Cuando Adrían llegó a casa, su confusión continuaba
Ahora para hablar con su papá, quien es de Guatemala
Y también con su mamá, quien es de El Salvador
“¿Hola cipote como estas?”, la mamá de Adrían comenzó
“¿Porque lo llamas gordo?” el papá de Adrían respondió
“¿Que es un cipote?”, Adrían preguntó
“Quiere desir niño”, la mamá de Adrían contestó
“¿Nino?”, el papá de Adrían preguntó,
“Eso se refiere a ser gordo de donde yo soy!”

Todavia un poco confundido, Adrían finalmente entendió
Que ni su mama ni su papa podían hablar correctamante el “español”
Que ni su maestra ni su abuelo hablaban correctamente el “español”
Y que en realidad, nadie puede hablar correctamente el “español”

Finalmente, entendio Adrían que esto es lo maravilloso de este lenguaje de
comunicación
Talvez hablamos palabritas diferentes, y hablamos u oimos con confusión
¡Pero al fin del día, todavía se entiende la intención!
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Poem 3. Rompecabezas. Adopted with permission from Karen Fernández (2021). Copyright
2021 Copyright Karen Fernández.
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I am Mexican American, 
Soy México Americana. 
 
I am asked where I am from, 
But how do I answer 
I was born in the toiling fields of 
California, 
But my heart belongs to the blazing sun 
of Mexico. 
Me preguntan de donde soy 
Pero cómo respondo 
Mis padres nacieron en las tierras 
calientes de México, 
Pero nací y crecí en las playas 
acogedoras de California. 
 
I am asked which language I am more 
fluent in, 
But how do I answer 
I attended English-only classes 
And played with my Anglo friends at 
school. 
Me preguntan qué lengua hablo más 
fluidamente, 
Pero cómo respondo 
Solo se habla español en casa 
Y jugaba con mis vecinos 
hispanohablantes. 
 
Depende quien, por qué, cuándo y 
dónde 
Me preguntan 
Para saber cómo responder. 
 
I am Mexican American, 
Soy México Americana. 
 
 
 

My identity is fluid 
Like the waters of a river 
Moving the rocks and sediments 
Until to the sea they arrive 
Como los vientos de Santa Ana 
 
Llevándole un te quiero 
De un enamorado a otro 
 
A veces me siento un poco más 
mexicana 
Cuando toca el mariachi, 
Escucho las baladas de Juan Gabriel, 
Veo el arte de Frida Kahlo, 
Cuando me pongo los vestidos de 
colores vibrantes 
Parecidos a aquellos de los Aztecas. 
 
Sometimes I feel a bit more American 
When I hear the musical artistry of 
Beyonce and Aerosmith 
When I hear the fireworks crackling on 
the 4th 
When I see people protesting for human 
rights 
Wearing the pride and power of my 
feminist sisters. 
 
I am Mexican American, 
Soy México Americana. 
 
I am told I cannot be warrior and 
conqueror 
I must choose a side 
Si soy guerrera, 
¿Por qué no regreso a la madre patria? 
If I am conqueror, 
Am I a traitor to my culture, to my family? 
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Cada dia que no me siento verdad 
Diciendo que soy parte de la comunidad 
Recuerdo que los otros no deciden 
Recuerdo que es mi identidad 
 
Aunque sea que estoy confundida 
Hay una cosa que sé con seguridad  
La artista que soy es por la herencia 
Un regalo de generaciones atrás  
 
A pesar de ambas culturas  
Soy latina y no cambiará 
La historia de familia es la mía  
Una transmito (I pass on) con Felicidad 
 
Late el corazón como marimba 
Tradiciones de antigüedad 
La historia de familia es la mía 

 
There is no single word to describe the 
feeling of 
Being Mexican American 
Living on the border 
This is but a label 
That does not have the gravitational pull 
To yield me to one side or the other 
It has left me feeling in-betwixt 
 
Pero no morderé mi lengua 
Mi lengua guiará las palabras para 
decirte 
Quien soy 
Soy aquella quien tu llamaste y sigues 
llamando traidora 
Soy aquella artista que pinta fuera de su 
celda 
Soy aquella guerrera 
Luchando en una batalla contra dos 
ejércitos 
 

 
I choose not to live in liminality 
No soy partido neutral 
I choose not to fall in between the cracks 
Of a border that straddles two countries 
And let you decide 
Who I am 
Who I should be 
Who I can be 
 
I reclaim and embrace the power 
Reclamo el poder 
Of deciding who I am 
De decidir quien soy 
 
I am Mexican American, 
Soy México Americana. 
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Poem 4. Cuidador // Keeper. Adopted with permission from Ryen Díaz.

Cada dia que no me siento verdad
Diciendo que soy parte de la comunidad
Recuerdo que los otros no deciden
Recuerdo que es mi identidad

Aunque sea que estoy confundida
Hay una cosa que sé con seguridad
La artista que soy es por la herencia
Un regalo de generaciones atrás

A pesar de ambas culturas
Soy latina y no cambiará
La historia de familia es la mía
Una transmito (I pass on) con Felicidad

Late el corazón como marimba
Tradiciones de antigüedad
La historia de familia es la mía
La historia de familia es la mía
Y eso no se me olvidará

Notes
1 The text I quote in Spanish is the original version used by students. Orthography is not normalized.
2 The phrases in English and Spanish are all originally written by the student. There is no translation here by the author.
3 This poem won a prize in the 8th National Symposium on the Spanish as Heritage Language, organized by the Institute for

Language Education in Transcultural Context (ILETC), The Graduate Center, CUNY, on 13 May and 14 May 2021.
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